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Spectral Map Processing and Generation  

 

Figure 1: This schematic diagram illustrates the data flow and logical inputs to the Spectral Mapping process. 

OVERVIEW 

 

1)   Before we begin we must make sure that the Shape model we will use is in the official OSIRIS-REx Map 

Interchange Format (see Figure 1) -- in the form of an OBJ file, and it must be the same shape model used in 

the form of an DSK or DTM in the SPOC pipeline process called SPATIALGEN, where each spot is associated 

with pointing and location information (such as incidence angle, emission angle, and time of day) because the 

shape information is used in the photometric modeling and photometric correction steps of the SAWG 

processing flow.  Using different shape models at each step in the processing flow creates mis-registration 

errors in the final data products.  Figure 1 tries to capture the required consistency in shape model utilization 

for spectral mapping.   

2) Then we find our spot spectral derived science data within the SPOC Data Repository that have been through 

the calibration pipeline and that have reconstructed SPICE files associated with them.  These SPICE files are 

preferably listed together in a SPICE metakernel file (a list of all most recent SPICE files including their 

directory paths).  This step has not been simulated yet with any fidelity, and it may take awhile to verify that all 

spot science data are associated with a SPICE kernel in the metakernel, however this step is standard routine for 

image processing. 

 



3) The user performs some sort of DATA SELECTION using a structured database query that will pull high-

quality spectra out of the SPOC Data SQL database.  We create a list of SCLKs (time-tags) that capture all data 

matching our query.  This SCLK list file is a simple text file that is a list of the SCLK times of spectral 

observations of interest.   It is understood that this initial query can be structured to get all the observation times 

of interest (e.g. for a Detailed Survey Station), for a specific spectrometer (e.g. OVIRS, OTES, or REXIS), and 

that this initial query can be structured to retrieve only high quality data.  It is not necessary to reject on the 

basis of limb, sky, or terminator flags at this point because any spots having those properties won't get past the 

next step.  Providing there are sufficient high-quality data from the search query, we run the GETSPOTS 

program on this list of data SCLKs.  

4) The user inputs the file listing SCLK times and the instrument SPICE metakernel into a program called 

GETSPOTS, written by Hair Nair of the ALTWG at Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics 

Laboratory.  GETSPOTS uses the SPICE information to figure out which facets in the OBJ shape model are 

covered by which spots (spectral observation footprint) in the SCLK file.  The output is a list of facets in 

numerical order with all the SCLK spots that cover that facet, along with the fraction of the facet that is covered 

by each SCLK spot. 

 

5) Next, the user runs MAKEMAPS, a program written by Luke Hawley of the University of Arizona at the 

OSIRIS-REx Science Data Processing arm of the SPOC.  MAKEMAPS uses the output from the 

GETSPOTS program together with the same OBJ file, and the dataset represented by the SCLK list file from 

step 2 above and creates an ANCILLARY file that can be draped over the shape model OBJ, with values that 

are scientifically meaningful from that data set.  

 

6) In the example diagrammed above we are creating a map showing (e.g.) the distribution of organics materials 

across the surface of Bennu.  These values are contained in the original input data set (e.g.) for the OVIRS 

Spectral Index entitled "Organics Band".  This map consists of the OBJ-ANCILLARY file pair as compliant 

with the official OSIRIS-REx interchange map format.  The ANCILLARY file contains values representing 

organics material abundance for each facet in the shape model.  This map can be viewed in Quickviewer 

(MatLab), in the Small Body Mapping Tool, (or in J-Asteroid - eventually).  A conceptual example is shown 

below in Figure 7 where an ANCILLARY file was manually edited just to show a proof-of-concept 3D spectral 

map of Bennu. 

GET SPOTS 

 

Before we make a spectral map, we start with a query to the database, and we obtain a list of SCLKs.  Then we 

run the GET_SPOTS program.  This program takes the following inputs: 

• list of SCLK_strings (Spacecraft time values) that point to the data records selected by the user  

• SPICE files - listed in a metakernel file 

• an OBJ file 

The output of the GET_SPOTS program becomes the input for the MAKE_MAPS program.  The example 

below (in the section "Combining the data for Overlapping Spots") shows how GET_SPOTS works and how 

the output is processed.   



MAKE MAPS 

 

 

The MAKEMAPS program takes GET_SPOTS output and assigns scientific values to OSIRIS-REx map 

interchange format OBJ shape model facets and records them in a facet database (the facet database is 

informally called "facet worlds") and allows the user to output OSIRIS-REx map interchange format-compliant 

ANCILLARY files that draw values from the facet database.  These ANCILLARY files contain provenance 

information and scientifically meaningful values computed by sub-sampling the spectral footprints using a facet 

shape model of spatial resolution greater than the spectrometer footprints, assigning science values per facet, 

and combining overlapping spectral footprints.  The facet scientific values are draped over the shape model to 

create spectral maps that can be shared across the science team. Note that in the final version of 

MAKEMAPS, the getspots routines are wrapped into the MAKEMAPS software and are not a separate 

step. 

The program has the following guiding principles: 

• We want spatially correlated OVIRS-OTES data products, however we want the capability of 

optimizing map creation for each spectrometer. 

• We want to be able to inspect our spectral data mapped onto Bennu before we derive higher level data 

products.  However, we also want the capability for high-speed automate-able processing that does not 

require human inspection – for site selection. 

• We will have overlapping spectrometer footprints (up to approximately 30%), and we want to be able 

to take advantage of this to create “seamless” mosaics of spectral data. 

• To satisfy the above guiding principles, we need to associate the spectral data with a shape model of 

appropriate spatial resolution so that we can sub-sample the footprints with shape model facets. 

SHAPE MODEL 

To properly map the spectral data, we need: 

•   The Shape Model DTM (or DSK) for determining all positional information…(including incidence and 

emission angles, time of day, etc.)  This shape model must have been used during the SAWG spot science data 

processing, and whatever version was used, we must consistently stick with it for all steps in spectral mapping.   

•   The OBJ version of the above DTM (or DSK) shape model for the MAKE_MAP steps.    

•   We need to use the same shape model for both functions: for determining all spot positional information for 

use during SAWG data processing (such as photometric modeling), and for making maps.  

The following image (Figure 2) shows the shape model of Bennu with the spectral footprint sizes from Detailed 

Survey for both the OVIRS (blue) and the OTES spectrometer (red).  The shape model resolution is to the lower 

right corner: 49K facets at about 6 meters mean edge length per facet.  All of the following images were made 

with the Small Body Mapping Tool, kindly provided by Olivier Barnouin at the Johns Hopkins University 

Applied Physics Laboratory.  To bring out the nature of the shape model facets, I selected the option "Surface 

With Edges" under "Representation".  



 

Figure 2: The shape model of Bennu with a 33-meter OTES footprint in red, and a 19-meter OVIRS footprint 

in blue. 

This shows the facets (the fine triangular grid) for a 49,000 facet shape model.  Image generated using the 

"circles" utility in the Small Body Mapping Tool. 

 

 

It turns out that we have a decision to make in terms of registering our spectral data to a shape model.  The 

Altimetry Working Group is planning on delivering 5 different shape models with the following spatial 

resolutions, where each of the lower resolution models shares vertices with the original higher resolution model. 

 

 

Mean Facet Edge Length / Number of Facets 

 

 

~ 13 meters  (1278cm)  / 25K 

~ 6 meters  (646cm)  /  49K 

~ 3 meters  (327cm)  /  197K 

~ 1.5 meters (166cm)  /  786K 

~ 1 meter  (85cm)  /  3,146K 

 

 



Which of these many shape models should we use for mapping the spectral data?  The ideal shape model for use 

in spectral mapping (where we register the spectral data to the shape model) is one that provides more than 3 

facets per spectral footprint, but less than 50.  These limits were set with the following reasoning (but may be 

subject to change as processing plans develop):   Any number of facets that is less than 3 will spatially result in 

a significant number of partial facets per footprint, as shown in the image below (Figure 3).   

 

 

 

Figure 3: Subsampling the spectrometer footprints with shape model triangular facets.  If we consider what is a 

reasonable lower limit on the number of facets we want inscribed in our spectrometer footprint, we must set the 

lower limit according to the smaller spectrometer footprint, meaning the OVIRS spots (example shown in blue 

above).  In this figure, there are examples of partial facets (only) within spectral spots, making it hard to assign 

single values for each facet. 

 

Between the 786K facet shape model and the 25K facet shape model, the Altimetry Working Group will be 

creating a 49K facet shape model that almost perfectly samples the spectrometer footprints.  See Figure 5 

below. 



 

Figure 5: Subsampling the spectrometer footprints with shape model triangular facets.  The 49K facet shape 

model that is already planned for delivery by the Altimetry Working Group is almost ideal for allowing 

subsampling of spot footprints, and generation of spatially coherent maps from the OVIRS and the OTES 

data.  This shape model has average facet lengths of approximately 6 meters, with a range from about 3 meters 

to about 15 meters.  This 49K facet shape model choice provides approximately 8 full facets inscribable for the 

OVIRS spots, and approximately 30 full facets inscribable for the OTES spots. 

OVERLAPPING SPOTS 

Once we have our spectral data sub-sampled with facets per spectrum, it becomes obvious that we have a choice 

to make when assigning scientific values to each facet.  To throw away the overlapping data would not be 

scientifically justifiable unless the data are lower quality (lower SNR).  Hence, we propose to utilize the 

overlapping values.  The example in Figure 6 below shows schematically where the choice occurs. 

 



 

Figure 6:  How do we treat facets that are covered by overlapping spectral spot footprints? The pink arrow 

shows facets that illustrate this situation.  We have a choice to make when it comes to assigning data values to 

these facets.  We could either: 

 

1. Use Spot 1 data 

2. Use Spot 2 data 

3. Use some combination of Spot 1 data and Spot 2 data 

4. Use nothing 

5. Avoid the problem by avoiding overlapping spots, or by  

6. Throwing away some of the data 

 

We believe it is reasonable to choose option 3 above - to use some combination of Spot 1 and Spot 2 data to 

"paint" the facets in the overlap region.  This essentially allows us to interpolate between spots and to create a 

relatively "seamless" spectral mosaic. 

COMBINING THE DATA FOR OVERLAPPING SPOTS 

 

Initially, we are developing 6 different methods for combining the data in overlapping spots.  But first, we 

assume that we must perform some sort of DATA SELECTION using a structured database query that will pull 

high-quality spectra out of the SPOC Data Repository SQL database.  We create a list of SCLKs (time-tags) 

that capture all data matching our query.  Then, providing there are sufficient high-quality data that result in 

overlapping spots, we run the GETSPOTS program on this list of data SCLKs.  

 

 

GETSPOTS 

Here is an example list of SCLKs that met the search criteria: 

  

# sample data file 

BEGIN 

12345468745234 42.5 16.2 

12345468745255 66.2 34.2 

12345468745275 00.0 22.3 CALIBRATION 

12345468745299 44.2 66.2 

END 

 

In this example, the search process resulted in some "other data" e.g. 42.5 16.2 etc. that will be carried along 

with the SCLK list. 

Next the GETSPOTS program is run.  Here is a list of the information provided in the output: 



 

o The latitude and longitude of the center of the facet 

o The distance from the center of the facet to the center of the spectral footprint - SPOT in 

milliradians 

o The position angle of each spot relative to a north-south line in degrees 

o The percentage of the facet covered by the spot  

 

Here is an example of what the output from GETSPOTS will look like: 

 

 

GETSPOTS.out: 

#sample getspot file 

BEGIN 

F1 

F2 

F3 

12345468745234 90.0  45.0  01.2 090.0 100.0  0 42.5 16.2 

F4 

12345468745255 95.0  45.0 0.01 000.0 030.0  0 66.2 34.2 

12345468745275 98.0  45.0 0.25 090.0 075.0  1 00.0 22.3 

F5 

F6 

END 

  

• The output for each SCLK now shows: lat, lon, dist from center of facet in milliradians, the position 

angle of the spot, and the fraction of the facet covered by the spot. Note that the "other data" is carried 

through un-touched. 

• The example output file describes a shape model with 6 facets (numbered sequentially). 

• Only facets 3 and 4 have spot data that meet the search criteria. 

• For facet 4, the second spot covers more of the facet(75%) than the first spot(30%). 

 

MAKEMAPS  

 

The output from GETSPOTS, together with the data listed in the SCLK file and the OBJ-ANCILLARY file pair 

are inputs to the MAKEMAP program that will calculate all of the following possible ways to combine the data 

in overlapping spots: 

 

The algorithms for combining data facet-wise include: 

1) Recent :  

Use most recently processed SCLK data record, ignore records processed previously 



2) Quality :  

Use the highest quality data record as determined by associated error/uncertainty values 

3) Average :  

Calculate the average record value and propagate the uncertainties.  If the input data type is Temperature, 

calculate T^4 and then calculate the average. 

4) Median :  

Calculate the median record value and retain the uncertainty associated with the median value data point 

5) SigClip :  

Calculate the mean record value, and find the standard deviation from the mean for all record values.  Set the 

reject (clip) tolerance to a user-defined integer number (1, 2, 3,… n-sigma). 

6) Weighted Average by Coverage :  

Using the “frac” value for each data record, compute a weighted average where the percentage coverage of the 

facets are the weights. 

7) Nearest Distance: 

Using the position of the center of the facet, search for a spot with the closest center spot position and grab it. 

 

These calculations will result in 6 different "facet worlds" in the facet database that can be compared and 

analyzed by the scientist responsible for the spectral map and the spectral data products.  It is assumed that only 

a few of the facet worlds will be "BEST" for sharing with the rest of the science team. 

 

DATA TO BE COMBINED 

 

 

There will be 7 different data sets that will be mapped (at least - this list is comprehensive for spectral mapping, 

however there may be more uses for science value data set mapping and/or  sampleability data set mapping), 

and it is anticipated that the scientist responsible for a specific data product will have access to all the facet 

worlds (as listed above) and will need to examine the spectral data (e.g. the OVIRS channel 550nm) that are 

used to develop higher level derived data products (e.g. Bond Albedo Map). 

 

Altogether, there will be 3 datasets from the OVIRS spectrometer, and 4 datasets from the OTES spectrometer 

that will be mapped onto the shape model of Bennu.  (REXIS mapping is TBD).  The following list is 

comprehensive: 

 

 

OVIRS 

A: the spectral data – there will be 1400 channels with associated uncertainties for each OVIRS 

spot.  Combine channel-wise.  The data can be in any form, however the I/F and/or the photometrically 

corrected I/F or REFF, Reflectance Factor data are at the appropriate level of processing for mapping. 

https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/H877z9A/IF_spectra_MRD140.html
https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/g3J7y0Y3P/Photometric_Correction_.html
https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/g3J7y0Y3P/Photometric_Correction_.html


B: the spectral indices – there will be ~ 94 indices for each OVIRS spot, each with a binary detection value 

(0,1) and a band depth value (%) with associated uncertainty. Combine index-wise. 

C: the Bond albedo values – there will be one Bolometric Bond albedo value (and associated uncertainty) for 

each OVIRS spot. Combine overlapping spots for these 2 values.  Use same shape model resolution as used for 

OTES-F so that the inputs to the thermal model are spatially consistent. 

 

 

OTES 

D: thermal emissivity spectral data – there will be 1414 channels for each OTES spot.  Combine channel-

wise. 

E: specific mineral abundances – there will be ~40 minerals analyzed for each OTES spot.  Combine mineral-

wise. 

F: the temperature data – there will be one temperature (and one time of day) for each OTES spot. Combine 

overlapping spots for these 2 values.  These will be used to associate a temperature per facet for the thermal tail 

correction to OVIRS.   

G: dust cover index – there will be one dust cover index value (and associated uncertainty) for each OTES 

spot.  Combine overlapping spots for these 2 values. 

 

 

Ultimately, the shape model resolution and the mapping algorithm chosen will depend on the quality, number, 

amount of overlap, and pattern of spectrometer observations obtained.   Hence, we must allow for a wide range 

of possible configurations as we develop the MAKEMAPS program.  Please stay tuned for further updates 

as MAKEMAPS evolves, and feel free to contact me Beth Clark at 607 227 8061 or our Science Team 

Chief Mike Nolan at the PI office, if you have any questions. 

PROOF OF CONCEPT 

 

In order to illustrate what a (per facet) view of the spectral data mapped onto Bennu looks like, I used the Small 

Body Mapping Tool (SBMT) provided by Olivier Barnouin at the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics 

Laboratory and selected the low resolution 49K facet OBJ shape model of the Near Earth Asteroid Bennu.   I 

took an ordinary tilt ANCILLARY file and altered some of the facet values to show that we can do this, and 

then I selected this altered ANCILLARY file by using the Customized Plate Coloring gui utility in the 

SBMT.  Finally, I chose "Standard" in the Plate Coloring gui and when the drop down menu appeared, my fake 

ANCILLARY file was available to paint the shape model.  You can do this too, Harold.  Here is the result: 

 

https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/n2v9U6U0/Spectral_parameters_band_indices_algorithm.html
https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/s5q383s9/Global_Bond_Albedo_Map_MRD154.html
https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/P9o4W9a/Emissivity_spectra_MRD140.html
https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/u6t0R4t26/Derived_mineralogy_linear_least_squares_algorithm.html
https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/N4e839K/Derived_brightness_temperature_MRD155.html
https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/V7_9v9q/Dust_Cover_Index.html
https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/V7_9v9q/Dust_Cover_Index.html


 

Figure 7: Conceptual Spectral Map of Bennu using the 49K facet model and some fake data to show a (red) 

area on Bennu where, for example, an area rich in organics has been detected - in this simulation - by the 

OVIRS spectrometer. 
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APPENDICES 

 

To see the MAKEMAPS man page, click on the link below: 
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NAME 
makemap – assigns scientific values to OSIRIS-REx map interchange format OBJ shape model 
facets and records them a database and allows the user to output OSIRIS-REx map interchange 
format-compliant Ancillary files that draw values from the facet database. 
 

SYNOPSIS 
makemap –data_filename inputdata.fits –getspot_filename data_getspot.txt –obj_filename 
shapemodel.OBJ –anc_filename shapemodel_ancillaryfile.fits –output_file 
shapemodel_ancillaryfile_XXXX_YYYY.fits –output_graphic shapemodel_ancillaryfile_XXXX.facet  
-log -mode –channelnum (for a single spectral channel, default is first channel) 
 
3 modes of operation: 
1) First mode is automatic calculation of all 6 combination algorithms for the input data 

set. 
2) Second mode is user-defined algorithm and user-defined (probably subset) of the input 

data. 
3) Third mode just accesses the database created in the first mode to write maps. 

 
DESCRIPTION 

 
Using the input data, makemap allows the user to test 6 different algorithms for assigning 
scientifically meaningful values (or spectral arrays) to each shape model facet for each of 
7 different OSIRIS-REX spectral data sets (A-G).  Each algorithm will present a different 
solution for combining overlapping spectral footprints (overlapping means that more than one 
spectrum footprint SPOT falls on the same shape model facet).  The results will be values 
(or spectral arrays) that represent the scientifically meaningful values appropriate to each 
facet.  These values will be used to “paint” the shape model (contained in the OBJ file).  
 
Using the OSIRIS-REx map interchange pair (OBJ File and Ancillary File template), 
intermediate output is generated to fill an SQL DATABASE while quickview graphical output is 
generated to the device screen that displays sample results from each combination algorithm. 
(TBD: Ideally, the graphical output is in 3D, and cursor and mouse operations allow the user 
to orient the 3D shape in any orientation, and to zoom in and zoom out by factors of 3 from 
-27 to +27.  (-29, -9, -3, 0, +3, +9, +27) for the purposes of human visual inspection.  For 
this graphical quickview, all 6 algorithm results can be displayed.  There are two buttons 
for the user: one allows choice of channel or specindex number, the other allows write-out  
to ANCILLARY file.) 
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quickview subroutine: 
As a subroutine for quick viewing of intermediate results - we want everything to 
display quickly and easily - so in concept we have a file that includes three sets of 
X,Y,Z coordinates, for three vertices and a data value or values: 
 
vertex1X vertex1Y vertex1Z vertex2X vertex2Y vertex2Z vertex3X vertex3Y vertex3Z 
dataval1 ... 
 
There would be one line per facet. This display occurs in MATLAB, and using the FILL3 
function, the OBJ model would be filled with the data value (or values) that result 
from the algorithm being examined.  For data sets containing more than 1 value (e.g. 
datasets A, B, D, E, and F below) the default value sent to quickview output will be 
the first channel.  By setting the keyword “–channelnum” to an integer between start 
and end records for each dataset, the default can be replaced.  

 
The user selects from among 6 (final number is TBD) combination algorithms and results are 
displayed. 
 
By iterating the above, the user decides which algorithm achieves the science visualization 
goals. The mapping algorithm name is stored in the naming fields of the final output files, 
along with the resulting spectral values for each shape model facet (as appropriate) in the 
Ancillary File template shapemodel_ancillaryfile_XXXX_YYY.fits.  
 
For example, suppose a shape model facet is indicated in the data_getspot.txt to have 6 data 
records (e.g., spectral footprints) that cover it.  The user has the choice of several 
algorithms for combining these data: 
 

- 1) Recent (RCNT): Use the most recent data record in the input data file, ignore 
records obtained previously 

- 2) Quality (QUAL): Use the highest quality data record as determined by e.g. 
associated error/uncertainty (sigma) value (lowest uncertainty equals highest 
quality) – (yellow highlights mean that I’m not absolutely sure about my answer). 

o If input data type is OVRA, then: QUAL = average of 1400 spectral data errors 
for each spot, lowest QUAL wins 

o If input data type is OVRB, then QUAL = band depth uncertainty (0% to 100%), 
lowest QUAL wins 

o If input data type is OVRC, then QUAL = Bond Albedo uncertainty, lowest QUAL 
wins 
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o If input data type is OTED, then QUAL = average of 1414 spectral data errors 
for each spot, lowest QUAL wins 

o If input data type is OTEE, then QUAL = ??? lowest QUAL wins 
o If input data type is OTEF, then QUAL = 1/Temperature (in Kelvins^-1), lowest 

QUAL wins 
o If input data type is OTEG, then QUAL = dust index uncertainty, lowest QUAL 

wins 
- 3) Average (AVRG):  

o Calculate the average record value and propagate the uncertainties to obtain a 
new associated uncertainty value. 

o If the input data type is TEMPERATURE, then calculate T^4 before calculating 
the average value. 

- 4) Median (MEDN): Calculate the median record value and retain the uncertainty 
associated with the median value data point (requires 3 or more spots per facet). 

- 5) SigClip (SCLP): Calculate the mean record value, and if there are more than 3 
records, find the standard deviation from the mean for all record values.  Set the 
reject (-clip) tolerance to a user-defined integer number (1, 2, 3,… n-sigma).  This 
will return the mean value calculated after rejecting values that are CLIP-sigma 
standard deviations from the mean. 

- 6) Weighted Average by Coverage (WAVC): Using the “frac” value for each data record, 
compute a weighted average where the frac (percentage coverage of the facet by the 
footprint of the spot data record) are the weights in the following formula: 
The weighted average of a set of data records, Xn: 

 
with non-negative weights w = frac 

 
which means: 
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If inputdata.fits, shapemodel.OBJ, shapemodel_ancillaryfile.fits  and/or 
shapemodel_ancillaryfile_XXXX.fits exist, they will not be overwritten. 

 
The ancillary file shapemodel_ancillaryfile.fits  will have the mandatory keywords in the 
fits header already filled in. The ancillary file will have columns 1-4 (Facet number, 
latitude, longitude, and radius) populated with the proper values. Columns 5 and 6 (facet 
value and sigma) will be where the combined science data are recorded. Specify NV usage. 
(NAN – not a number, or NEI – not enough information - for facets with no spots associated.  
Keep in mind that ultimately, what we choose to insert in these null cases will depend on or 
be determined by the ANCILLARY/OBJ file reader) Specify what we want in the history and 
associated new keywords that are algorithm dependent.  (See below for output keywords a. – 
g.  We could also keep track of every time we touch a getspot file or a makemap program… 
could include at a minimum: the date, the user, the program, the version number.) 
 

INPUTS 
 

The -data_filename input file is a collection of OSIRIS-REx spot spectral data.  The 
spectral data may represent different quantities with different units.  How do we know the 
format of the date_filename that is being provided? Not crazy about using information in the 
filename itself to control makemaps à We talked about this on the phone and we decided that 
the input data may be results of a SPOC Data Repository Query.  However, for the immediate 
future, it would be OK to assume the input data are in FITS format, in which case the data 
set type (A-G) would be determined from the FITS Header. For example: 

 
OVIRS 
• A: (OVRA) the spot spectral data – there will be 1400 channels for each OVIRS spot, each 

with an associated uncertainty.  Combine channel-wise (show only channel XX (how is XX 
specified – let the user specify a channel number, use first channel as default) in 
output to graphics device and to the quickview graphic) (values range from 0 to 1 in 
units of I/F – Radiance Factor). Do we make 1400 maps or does the USER specify which map 
is to be made.  Yes, we go ahead and calculate the 1400 spectral channels with the 
algorithm specified, and hold them in an intermediate database, (organized per FACET per 
algorithm specified), and allow the user to look at anything they want (e.g. a lot of the 
possible channels from among the 1400) before choosing one and writing out a final 
ANCILLARY FILE. 

• B: (OVRB) the spot spectral indices – there will be ~ 94 indices for each OVIRS spot, 
each with a binary value for detection (0 for no detection, 1 for positive detection) and 
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a band depth value that tells how strong the detection is (0% to 100% for band depth), 
combine index-wise.  Calculate the 94 x 2 = 188 values for the algorithm specified, and 
hold them in the intermediate database.  The user will examine a few important indices 
while iterating with mapping combination algorithms, then will choose one (or n) and 
write out the final ANCILLARY FILE(s). 

• C: (OVRC) the spot Bond albedo values – there will be one Bond albedo value (and 
associated uncertainty) for each OVIRS spot, combine overlapping spots for these 2 
values. Use same shape model resolution as used for OTES-F so that the inputs to the 
thermal model spatially match the temperature map data in OTES-F below. (0 to 1) 

OTES 
• D: (OTED) the spot thermal emissivity spectral data – there will be 1414 channels (TBR) 

for each OTES spot, combine channel-wise (show only user-specified channel number (-
channelnum) in output to device and to the quick look graphic) (Emissivity is a 
dimensionless quantity with possible values between 0 and 1.) Calculate the 1414 spectral 
channels with the algorithm specified, and hold them in an intermediate SQL database 
(organized per FACET per algorithm specified), and allow the user to look at a lot of the 
possible channels from among the 1414 before choosing one and writing out a final 
ANCILLARY FILE(s). 

• E: (OTEE) the spot specific mineral abundances – there will be ~40 (?) minerals analyzed; 
for example oxide abundances – for each OTES spot, combine mineral-wise (choose minerals 
by name for output to graphics for user inspection) (“Abundance" refers to fraction of 
total, so can range from 0 - 100% (numeric values of 0 - 1, such as 0.55 for 55%)) 

• F: (OTEF) the spot temperature data – there will be 2 values (one temperature and one 
time of day) for each OTES spot, combine overlapping spots so that the map inputs to the 
thermal model provide temperature: T and time of day for each facet (units: Kelvins, and 
hh:mm:ss, respectively). Combine overlapping spots for these 2 values.   Note: These will 
be used to associate a temperature per facet for the thermal tail correction to OVIRS.  

• G: (OTEG) the spot dust cover index – there will be one dust cover index (and associated 
uncertainty) for each OTES spot, representing the degree of dust cover on the surface 
(The index is calculated as the average emissivity value over a spectral range (current 
default is 1400 - 1350 cm-1), possible values between 0 - 1).  Combine overlapping spots 
for these 2 values.   

 
The file formats for each collection of spot data can be found in the “OSIRIS-REx Spectral 
Processing Derived Data Product SIS”, written by Kate Crombie.  In general, data is in FITS 
format with header values that describe the SPOT data value and units.   
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The -getspot_filename input is a text file that is output from “GETSPOTS”. Each line is 
terminated by linefeeds.  Here is an example of the format: 
 

F1 
sclkvalue dist pos frac flag [otherdata] 
sclkvalue dist pos frac flag [otherdata] 
 
.. 
F2 
sclkvalue dist pos frac flag [otherdata] 
sclkvalue dist pos frac flag [otherdata] 
 
F3 
F4 
.. 
FN 
END 
 
Where:  
 
FN is a facet identifier that identifies facet number N. Each sclkvalue that meets the 
distance criterion for facet number N is listed sequentially after the facet 
identifier. If no sclk values meet the distance criteria, then no values are listed, 
and the next facet identifier follows on the next line. 
 
sclkvalue is a string (format TBD) 
 
dist is a real number that describes the distance of the spot from the center of the 
facet in units of milliradians. 
 
pos is the position angle of the center of the instrument boresight intersection on the 
surface measured in degrees from North, with East being 90 degrees. 
 
frac is a real number greater that or equal to 0.0 and less than or equal to 100.0 that 
describes the fractional of the facet covered by the spot. If the value is 0.0, then 
the spot does not cover any portion of the facet. If the value is 100.0 then the facet 
is entirely covered by the spot. 
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flag is 1 if any portion of the spot does not intersect the surface of Bennu, otherwise 
it is 0. 

 
[otherdata] includes all additional data (including whitespace) in the line up to, but 
not including, the linefeed character. 
 

The –obj_filename input will be an ascii text file with .OBJ extension, including 10 lines 
of comments about the provenance of the file at the top.  This is followed by a list of 
vertices, specified in body-centered Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z).  These are followed by 
a list of facets and the vertices they contain, numbered in order from the top of the file.  
For example, see the file “bennu_map.obj”, obtainable from Ed Beshore. 

   
The –anc_filename input will be in FITS format with header information about file contents 
and format.  For example, see the file “bennu_map_ancillary.fit.txt”, obtainable from Ed 
Beshore.  

 
OUTPUT 

 
The output files will be: 
1) an ancillary file appropriately named (e.g. shapemodel_ancillaryfile_XXXX_YYY.fits) with 

data values (or spectral arrays) assigned to each shape model facet, where XXXX is a four 
letter code indicating the mapping combination algorithm selected by the user for output, 
and YYY is a three-letter code indicating whether the mapped data are scientific values 
determined from OTES Spectra (ote), or OVIRS Spectra (ovr).  The FITS header for the 
ancillary file will be appended to include the following information: 

a. INPUT DATA FILENAME  
b. INPUT DATA TYPE (OVRA, OVRB, OVRC, OTED, OTEE, OTEF, OTEG) 
c. SOURCE SPECTROMETER (OTE, OVR) 
d. GETSPOT FILENAME 
e. OBJ FILENAME 
f. MAPPING ALGORITHM NAME 
g. CREATOR (or USER NAME from the LOGIN) 

 
XXXX is a 4-letter code indicating the spot combination algorithm (RCNT, QUAL, AVRG, 
MEDN, SCLP, WAVC) 
YYY is a 3-letter code indicating source data (ovr=OVIRS, ote=OTES) 
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2) a JPG file (?) named shapemodel_ancillaryfile_XXXX_YYY.jpg containing a single captured 
image of the mapped data for visual quick-look reference use. 

 
For the format of the ancillary data file, see sections 5.2.1 of the OSIRIS-REx Map Format 
Software Interface Specification (UA-SIS-9.4.4-324, Rev. 1.0) 
 

EXIT STATUS 
0 – Successful execution 
1 – SPICE file(s) not found 
2 — Error in SPICE file (DSK) 
3 — Output files already exist 

 
EXAMPLE 
 

For example, if the getspots output is as follows:  
 

F1 
F2 
12345468745222 01.0 080.0  20.0 0 42.5 16.2 
12345468745223 01.1 085.0  80.0 0 42.5 16.2 
12345468745233 01.2 090.0 100.0 0 42.5 16.2 
F3 
12345468745234 01.2 090.0 100.0 0 42.5 16.2 
F4 
12345468745255 0.01 000.0 050.0 0 66.2 34.2 
12345468745275 0.25 090.0 060.0 1 00.0 22.3 CALIBRATION 
F5 
F6 
END 

 
This example getspots file describes a shape model with 6 facets. Only facets 2, 3 and 4 
have spots (data points, or spectra). Facet 3 has one spot that is 1.2 TBD units away from 
the center of the facet. The center of the spot intersection with Bennu is directly east of 
the center of the facet (90 degrees position angle) and covers 100 percent of the facet. 100 
percent of the spot intersects the surface (no portion of the observation sees space). 
 
In this example, facet 2 has 3 spots, so the user can try out the various combination 
algorithms (as they wish) and the user will examine the output to the graphics device.   
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To calculate the combination, the spectral data are accessed from the -data_filename input 
file, using the SCLK values as listed in the GETSPOTS file.  Each input data file will have 
spot values of length between 1 (1 value) and 1400 (1400 spectral channels).  For input data 
spot values of length greater than 1, the MAKE_MAP program will combine the arrays index-
wise, even though only one value will be mapped and output to the grapics device. 
 
Once the user is satisfied with the combination algorithm, for example, if we’re calculating 
the spot spectral index values, using the weighted average algorithm, then the weight given 
to the first F2 spot will be 20%, w_1=0.20, the second F2 spot will be 80% w_2=0.80, and the 
final F2 spot will be 100%, w_3=1.00, and we will combine index-wise through each of ~90 
spectral indices.  
 
The output to the graphics device will be the shapemodel.OBJ file painted with the values 
associated with each facet number in the shapemodel_ancillary.fits file.  In this example, 
the user will specify by spectral index number (using either a look-up table or a list of 
options) which of the spectral index values they wish to map.  Once the user is satisfied 
with everything, the output files are written and the program ends, or prompts the user for 
a new quantity to map. 
 
Once the required Map Data Products are produced, they can be ported into J-Asteroid where 
the layering functionality will be useful for further scientific analysis.  

 
FORMATS 
 

For the formats of the OBJ and ancillary data file, see sections 5.2.1 of the OSIRIS-REx Map 
Format Software Interface Specification (UA-SIS-9.4.4-324, Rev. 1.0) 

 
 
 



MAKEMAPS WALKTHROUGH 
V2 

By Luke Hawley, Beth Clark, and Sal Ferrone 
 
Goal: 
The goal of this document is to create configuration files that retrieve data from SPOCFlight and 
make maps. 
 
There are two ways to run makeMaps: 

1. With a pre-made getspots output file (this file registers each spot to the facets it covers) 
2. Running Getspots yourself (creating the file that registers each spot to the facets it covers) 

 
Example 1: Pre-made Getspots 
 
The input needed here is  
Getspots_file = Your_premade_file 
 
Note that you need to make sure that this file contains the timespan you’re interested in, and 
was computed using the same OBJ shapefile you’re using, for the instrument you’re using.  For 
the EGA data we already have a getspots file – created by Mike Nolan.  Once a getspots file is 
created you can use it many times for making maps with data of the getspots timespan, 
instrument, and data. 
 
Basic config file: 

Getspots_file = EGA_OVIRS_getspots_output.txt 
Instrument = OVIRS 
Anc_file = earth_g_0158km_esp_tem_0000n00000_v102.fits 
Obj_file = earth_g_0158km_esp_obj_0000n00000_v102.obj 
Algorithm = dist, wavc, sclp, qual 
Start_time = 2017-09-22T23:25:59.000Z 
End_time = 2017-09-22T23:45:30.000Z 
Table = ovirs_sci_level3f_record 
Allspots = 1 
Viewer = all 
 
Column = bond_albedo 
Purpose = primary 
 
Column = bond_albedo_error 
Purpose = error 
 
Column = mid_obs_sclk 
Purpose = sclk 

 
The configuration file above will make a map of Bolometric Bond Albedo (L3f) with values from 
the database table “ovirs_sci_level3f_record”, using a pre-made getspots file, using 4 different 
algorithms for combining overlapping spots (dist, wavc, sclp, and qual). To use this 



configuration file, you will have to be on a SPOC machine, or running the VPN.  The program will 
prompt you for your LDAP password in order to get the data from the SPOCflight database.  
When makeMaps is finished it will display them in a MatLab quickviewer or multiviewer.  
 
Example 2: Running Getspots Yourself  
 
To run Getspots yourself, you have to create a slightly different configuration file that includes a 
full path to the executable Getspots, a file_name for the output file, and a named metakernel 
with a full path to the SPICE kernel files.  In what follows below, we walk through this process: 
 
Getting Getspots: 
Go to the SPOC Landing page:  
Find the ALTWG tool kit (e.g. altwg-2018.10.23-macosx-x64.tar.gz) and click download. 
 
Select the newest one corresponding to your machine, mac or linux. 
Extract the file to any desired directory. 
 
To run the Getspots routine, these are the inputs needed in the config file 
 
Getpspots_path = /full/path/to/altwg/bin/GetSpots 
Getspots_file = your_new_name_for_getspots_output.txt 
Metakernel = /full/path/to/metakernel 
 
The Getspots_path will be the location and folder you downloaded above, with 
/bin/Getspots on the end. 
  
In this case, the Getspots_file = input should not have a filename that already exists, because 
you’re going to create one. 
 
Getting Kernel files and Meta-kernel 
 
Go to SPOCflight and from the engineering dropdown, select kernels 

 



 
To find the right timespan for your dataset, try clicking on the little down arrow to the left of 
the Start Timestamp field.  You will be able to select from a list of mission phases, and then the 
data range will auto-fill.  Otherwise, fill in the date range desired. 
 
Select the “Create a production meta-kernel” tab and enter the path to where you will place 
your kernels, ending it with “kernel_files/production”.  
 
Press create. 
 
Click Download All and extract kernels to the base path location (they will be extracted into a 
folder called kernel_files, so no need to create it) 
 

 
 
 
Next, click on “Meta-kernel as text” 
 
Copy the text in the grey box into a new text file. 
It should look like this: 
 



\begintext 
Created by KernelMeta: Mon Jul 30 2018 12:42:51 GMT-0700 (MST), Tue Jul 31 20
18 12:42:51 GMT-0700 (MST), all 
\begindata 
PATH_VALUES = ( 
    '/Users/Username/Desktop/kernel_files/production', 
) 
PATH_SYMBOLS = ( 
    'KDIR1' 
) 

 
KERNELS_TO_LOAD = (  
    '$KDIR1/lsk/naif0012.tls', 
    '$KDIR1/sclk/ORX_SCLKSCET.00032.tsc', 
    '$KDIR1/fk/orx_v09.tf', 
    '$KDIR1/ik/orx_lidar_v00.ti', 
    '$KDIR1/ik/orx_navcam_v01.ti', 
    '$KDIR1/ik/orx_ocams_v06.ti', 
    '$KDIR1/ik/orx_ola_v00.ti', 
    '$KDIR1/ik/orx_otes_v00.ti', 
    '$KDIR1/ik/orx_ovirs_v00.ti', 
    '$KDIR1/ik/orx_rexis_v00.ti', 
    '$KDIR1/ik/orx_stowcam_v00.ti', 
    '$KDIR1/ik/orx_struct_v00.ti', 
    '$KDIR1/pck/pck00010.tpc', 
    '$KDIR1/pck/bennu_v10.tpc', 
    '$KDIR1/ck/orx_p_180730_180806_xm1831a_v01.bc', 
    '$KDIR1/spk/de424.bsp', 
    '$KDIR1/spk/orx_160909_231024_refod009_v2.bsp', 
    '$KDIR1/spk/orx_171006_231024_171005_refod027_v1.bsp', 
    '$KDIR1/spk/orx_180301_200101_180711_od037-R-AM1-P-M17B_v2.bsp', 
    '$KDIR1/spk/bennu_refdrmc_v1.bsp', 
    '$KDIR1/spk/orx_struct_v03.bsp', 
    '$KDIR1/dsk/g_2100cm_rad_obj_0000n00000_v100.bds', 
    '$KDIR1/dsk/earth_g_0158km_esp_dsk_0000n00000_v101.bds', 
) 
 
BODY2101955_DSK_PATH = ( 
    '/ops_sci/FOBMirror/spoc_cm/kernels/production/dsk+', 
    '/g_2100cm_rad_obj_0000n00000_v100.bds', 
) 

 
 
Make sure that the path after PATH_VALUES matches the location of the kernel files you’ve 
downloaded. 
 
The Meta-kernel full path should be input into the config file with the key: 
 
Metakernel = /fill/this/in/with/path/name_of_your_metakernel.mk 
 



 
Shape-model and Ancillary Template file 
Shape models can be found on SPOCFLIGHT under  
Science-> Delivered Products -> ALTWG-> ALTWG-05 
 
For makeMaps, we use the Scalar Shape Model data format.  (Soon, Tem will be updated to 
Tes.) 
 

 
 
 
 



Now create a Template ancillary file specific to the data-product you want to create. Find your 
data product in Science/Delivered/Upload products, and there will be a button for “Download 
ANC template (Alt-05)” that will say: Scalar (Anc6).  Go ahead and click on that button, you 
don’t need to fill in the description, or file_contents yet.  See the image below, where the 
“Choose Working Group” is set to SAWG, and the “Choose product” is set to “Global Bond 
Albedo Map”. 
 

 
 
If you’re unable create a template, you can use the anc6_name template file under Alt-05. 
 
For adding these to the configuration file, these are the required inputs under the correct 
keywords: 
 
Anc_file = full/path/name/to/Ancillary_template.fits 
Obj_file = full/path/name/to/Matching_shape.obj 
 
These two files have to be in a local directory, the path of which is specified, and added to 
MatLab.  Note that high fidelity maps (>197k facets) created with getspots, combined with data 
from a long range of time can take many hours. 
 
Algorithms 



The following algorithms for combining over-lapping spots are available to you: 
WAVC - Weighted average 
RCNT - Recent 
AVRG - Average 
MEDN - Median 
SCLP - Sigma clipped 
QUAL - Quality 
DIST - Distance 
 
These algorithms are different methods for combining overlapping spot data on a per facet 
basis.  
 
WAVC 
 Averages spots weighted by percent of facet coverage. 
 

Error Propagation 

𝐸 =
#∑𝑒& + 𝑤&

∑𝑤  

 Where E is the weighted average error, e is the individual errors, and w are the weights.  
 
 There is no processing difference for Reference values. 
 
RCNT 
 Selects data corresponding to the most recen SCLK for each facet.  

This is the same for primary data, errrors, and refernece values. 
AVRG 
 Averages spots equally. 
 Error Propagation 

𝐸 =
#∑𝑒&

𝑁  

 
Where E is the weighted average error, e is the individual errors, and N is the number of 
inputs. 

 
   
MEDN 
 Takes the median value for each primary value, and takes the corresponding errror. 
  
 For an odd number of values the median is selected. 
 For an even number of values the two spots at the center are averaged.  
 Error Propagation 

𝐸 =
#∑𝑒&

2  



 
Where E is the weighted average error, e is the individual errors. 
 

 Reference values will only correspond to the first column.  
 
SCLP 
 For facets with 3 or less spots, the average values is assigned.  
 For 4 or more spots, the standard deviation is calculated for each column.  

Any values n standard deviations away from the mean are removed.  
The average is then recalculated. 
 
Error Propagation 

𝐸 =
#∑𝑒&

𝑁  

 
Where E is the weighted average error, e is the individual errors, and N is the number of 
inputs 

 
SCLP_val = N 
Add this key to select how many sigma to clip. Default is 3. 
 
Reference values will correspond to the first column only. 

  
QUAL 
 Selects the spot with the highest Value/Error 
  
 METHODS: QUAL has two different methods of handling multiple Primary Columns. 
 This can be selected with  

Qual_method = All or Each 
But will default to method 2. 

 
 Method 1: All 
  Primary values are summed by sclk, The corresponding errors are also summed 
  by sclk. All data is selected by  
  
 Method 2: Each 
  Each primary column is evaluated individually for the sclk with the highest  

Value/error. If there are multiple columns any REF values only correspond to the 
First column. 

 
DIST 
 Dist selects the spot with a boresight intersection closest to the center of the facet. 
 All errors and reference values corresponed to that sclk are chosen. 
 



 
 
FINDING TABLES USING GLOBALSPEC 
Desired values can be found on SPOCflight by going to Documentation-> Global Spec. Maps can 
be made of any database column that does not have a DBTYPE of Varchar or Timestamp. 
 
Makemaps is directed by sets of Columns in the config file. 
The required inputs are: 
Table, Column, Purpose 
 
The value under “Select specification” is the Table name. 
The value under “Name” is the column. 
 
With possible inputs of: 
Spec_table (for columns on other tables) 
 This will allow use of supplemental information, such as that used for temperature maps. 
Column_numbers (for certain columns only) 
 For selecting certain columns of data only – e.g. a certain SPINDEX band index number. 
 



 
 
 
Purpose 
The purpose changes how that data is handled, and can be one of the following: 
primary, ref, error, or sclk. 
 
primary-> This is the data you want 
error-> Errors are for primary data or reference values in corresponding order.  
ref -> Values to carry along with primary. This matters for SCLP, MEDN, QUAL Algorithms,  

with respect to the optional Exponent input. 
sclk ->This should be the full sclk string for the corresponding data. On OVIRS this is  
 mid_obs_sclk, and on OTES it should be sclk_string.  
 



Order does matter. Add values with errors first, and in corresponding order. 
 
To make a map, at least one primary column and a sclk column are required.  
 
Configuration for File Read 
makeMaps can read several fits files output for processing. This includes OVIRS level 3 e, f and g 
(l3e = photometrically corrected spectra, l3f = bolometric bond albedo, l3g = spindex output 
files). 
 
Required inputs 
Data_file, Column, Column_numbers 
 
These are the inputs for Column: 
Channel# -> For OVIRS files level e and above  
Band# -> For Selecting the column of a spindex file 
Slope# ->For selecting the slope of a spindex file 
Bond  -> for a bond Albedo file 
 
For reading these files, only one Column can be used in each configuration file. 
 
Column_numbers applies to all except Bond maps. With it you can select the columns that you 
would like to map. This should be written in Matlab compatible format: 
Column_numbers = [12,35,51] 
 
A simple example is: 
 
Column = Channel# 
Column_numbers = [1:10] 
 
Running makeMaps 
Requirements: 
Matlab 2016a or newer 
VPN connection 
 
Information on setting up a VPN can be found at:https://spoc.lpl.arizona.edu/spoc_it/  
Under “Connecting to SPOC” and then “Install and run VPN” 
 
In Matlab navigate to the makeMaps folder that was downloaded. 
You can add the folder to your path by right clicking (or control-click on mac), and selecting Add 
to Path -> Selected folder and Subfolders. 
 



 
 
After your config file contains the desired columns, you can run makeMaps. 
 
MatLab: 
>>makeMaps(‘Config_file’) 
 
There are a number of config files in the examples folder. 
 
Troubleshooting 
If you are having errors with Session_login, check that you are still on the VPN and try deleting 
the file “Spocflightcookiejar.txt” if it is present. 
 
If you are getting errors for “file not found”, make sure that all the folders in the makeMaps 
folder are on your path, along with folders of any files you downloaded yourself.  
An easy way to tell if something is not on your path, is that it will be grey instead of black. 
 
Finally, to run makeMaps with a spawn of GetSpots, use a configuration file like so: 
 



 


